Abstract. This is a complete exposition of a tight version of a fundamental theorem of computational complexity due to Levin: The inherent space complexity of any partial function is very accurately speci able in a 1 way, and every such speci cation that is even 2 does characterize the complexity of some partial function, even one that assumes only the values 0 and 1.
Introduction
Some computational problems have nearly best algorithms, and others do not. By \best", we mean essentially minimal in use of a computational resource such as time or space. The \Compression Theorem" describes problems with best algorithms, and Blum's \Speed-up Theorem" describes problems for which no best algorithm exists Bl67]. Compression and speedup turn out to have a common generalization, a result that Meyer and Winklmann have dubbed the \Fundamental Theorem of Complexity Theory" MW79]. We show that this Fundamental Theorem can be made remarkably tight and elegant when the resource is the space used by simple Turing machines.
The space used by a Turing machine M is characterized by a partial function (or \space bound") Space M from the set of all possible inputs to the positive integers, indicating how much space is used in each terminating computation. A partial function is realizable as a space bound, or is \constructible", if it equals Space M for some Turing machine M. Our concern, however, is with the complexity of problems, which are partial functions on the set of all possible inputs, and which may be solved (computed) by various particular algorithms or Turing machines. The inherent complexity of a problem is determined by the aggregate of all its solutions; so it can be speci ed as a set of constructible space bounds.
Each constructible space bound S can be speci ed by a character string e that spells out the program for a Turing machine M e with Space Me = S. Therefore, we can use a set E of such strings e to specify a prospective inherent complexity. We show that such a speci cation E actually does describe the inherent complexity of some problem if it belongs to the class 2 , that it does not necessarily do so if it belongs only to 2 , and that every inherent complexity can be so speci ed in a 2 way. 1 These three respective results are included in the Realizability Theorem, the Nonrealizability Theorem, and the Speci ability Theorem of Section 5. Strong compression and speedup theorems follow as corollaries of the Realizability Theorem (see Section 6).
Levin rst announced and proved versions of the Realizability and Speci ability Theorems almost twenty years ago Le73, Le74] ; and Meyer and Winklmann independently published a formulation a few years later, introducing a separate read-only input tape to enable consideration of smaller space bounds on the storage tape MW79]. Neither of these reports distinguished between space bounds that were within a constant factor of each other, and neither handled space bounds smaller than logarithmic in the input length. Subsequently, Sipser's discovery Si80] of a space-e cient way for a Turing machine to detect its own in nite loops made it possible to overcome both these limitations Le79]. Our exposition includes these re nements and also careful extension of the results to bounds and problems that are not total. The latter formulations follow the approach originally mentioned by Levin Le74] .
Because all reasonable complexity measures are recursively related Bl67], versions of the Fundamental Theorem hold for all of them cf., Ly75 and SS75] , and are even provable directly from Blum's axioms MF72]. Use of a space measure with a xed storage alphabet, however, allows formulations and proofs that are both tight and clear.
Simple Turing Machines, and Space Complexity
The standard de nitions of Turing machine space complexity admit \constant-factor speedup" SHL65, HU79], making it impossible to pinpoint or \compress" any problem's complexity any more accurately than to within a constant factor. Constant-factor speedup arises from ignoring the size of the alphabet used on the storage tape. If we x the alphabet, we can still implement all the same algorithms by encoding the symbols of larger alphabets, with an increase in space usage reecting the extra space needed to store \larger" symbols. In this setting, tighter compression does in fact become possible Se77], and we adopt such a model below.
Aside from the limitation on storage tape alphabet and an ability to recognize the end of the already-used segment of the storage tape, our Turing machine model is a standard one. Namely, each machine consists of a nite-state program with access to an input tape and a single storage tape. Recorded on the input tape is an input word, a nonnull, nite string of characters from some nite, nonempty input alphabet. (If is the alphabet, then + denotes the set of all such strings.) Recorded on the storage tape is a string of characters from the xed, binary alphabet f0; 1g. The initial content of the storage tape is a single`0'. We denote the length of a word x by jxj, so j0j = 1. A separate tape head is maintained in some position, initially the leftmost one, on each of the two tapes. The nite-state program consists of a nite set of (control) states, one of which is designated as the initial state, and a nite partial function indicating the next computational \action", if any, determined by the visible \display" of the current total state of the entire machine. The display consists of the current control state of the program, the symbol being \scanned" by each tape head, and indication whether each tape head is scanning its tape's leftmost or rightmost symbol. Each action can change the control state and also do any of the following: write 0 or 1 over the scanned symbol on the storage tape; shift a tape head left or right, respectively, if it is not already at the left or right end of 1 A set E belongs to 2 or 2 if, for some decidable predicate P(a;b; e), it is the set of those strings e that satisfy 9a8bP(a;b; e) or 8a9bP(a; b;e), respectively. More generally, the subscript indicates the number of alternating quanti ers. If a set belongs to 1 or 0 , we call it recursively enumerable or recursive, respectively. its tape; and append an additional 0 onto the right end of the storage tape, if the head is currently at that end. (Because of this special role for 0, we can regard it as the \blank" storage tape symbol.) Note that the machine cannot modify or extend its input tape, but that it can modify its storage tape and extend it arbitrarily far to the right. Let us call such a machine an STM (for \simple Turing machine"). From the informal description above, it should be clear how an STM starts and runs on an arbitrary word over its input alphabet. To view it as computing some function or partial function of its input, we must adopt some output convention. For a nite-valued partial function, we could associate values with the control states, and say that the STM returns a value if it halts (has no speci ed next action) in a state associated with that value. For a more general partial function, the convention could be to leave the output value encoded somehow at the left end of the storage tape if and when the STM halts; for example, we could consider the value to be y if the nal content of the storage tape is y10 k .
The space Space M (x) used by STM M on input x is the length of M's storage tape if and when its computation on that input ends. Space M (x) is unde ned and not equal to any nite value if the computation by M on input x does not end. We denote this lack of de nition by Space M (x) = 1, even though this makes it look like Space M (x) is de ned, and even though a nonterminating computation might not ever use much space (if it is in a \loop"). (The terminology follows time complexity more closely than space complexity: A nonterminating computation does consume in nite time.) A bene t is that our implicit conventions regarding arithmetic and comparisons when some of the operands might be unde ned are consistent with viewing 1 as \the value in nity".
Although constant-factor speedup of space complexity no longer holds when the storage alphabet is xed, additive-constant speedup is still always possible. Namely, Additive-constant Speedup. Whatever an STM M can do in space S(x), another STM M 0 can do in space S 0 (x) = max(1; S(x) ? 1).
The STM M 0 acts exactly like M except that it omits the leftmost bit of M's storage tape, instead \storing" this one bit in its control state. The details are straightforward.
So that we can conveniently discount this unavoidable speedup, we de ne a slightly \blurred" partial order on functions and partial functions, so that f(x) g(x) holds if and only if there is some additive constant c such that, for every x, f(x) g(x)+c. Additive-constant Speedup implies that, if S 0 (x) S(x), then any problem solvable in space S can be \sped up" to be solved in space S 0 .
Two partial functions are compatible if they agree whenever both are de ned. Solutions to compatible problems can be combined without sacri cing any space e ciency.
Pairwise Minimization. If compatible partial functions ' and ' 0 are computable by STM's M and M 0 in space S(x) and S 0 (x), then ' ' 0 is computable by a third STM M 00 in space S 00 (x) = min(S(x); S 0 (x)). The idea is for M 00 alternately to attempt simulation of M and M 0 from scratch within successively larger space preallocations, until one concludes. By employing Sipser's loop-testing method Si80], M 00 can insure that no simulation attempt runs forever.
A minor subtlety in the simulations of M and M 0 above is recognition of the right ends of these machines' storage tapes, since the simulator's actual storage tape is usually already longer. To mark the right end of its own tape, each simulation attempt can maintain the rightmost 1 on the preallocated tape segment as a recognizable delimiter. To recognize whether a scanned 1 is this delimiter, M 00 shifts right until it reaches either another 1 or the real end, and then it shifts back.
We call a partial function S: will do. For example, we could straightforwardly formalize and encode our informal de nition of such STM's. This would yield an easily decodable binary string, or \program", describing each such machine. Not every binary string would describe an STM under this formalization; but the ones that are not \well-formed" in this sense would be easily recognizable, so that we could adopt the convention that each of them does implicitly \describe" some one xed machine of our choice. Having done this, let M e be the STM described by e, for each binary string e. Let ' e (x) denote the partial function computed by M e , and let S e (x) denote Space Me (x). Recall that ' e and S e are de ned to have the same domain.
Because any such straightforward interpretation scheme will be an \acceptable programming system" Ro58, MY78], it will satisfy the following recursion theorem.
Recursion Theorem. For each computable partial function '(z; x) of two arguments, there is an STM program code e such that, for every x, ' e (x) = '(e; x). And, because we can freely add descriptions of obviously inaccessible states or \comments" of some other sort, any such scheme will satisfy the following padding lemma.
Padding Lemma. For each STM code e, there is a longer STM code e 0 such that ' e 0 = ' e and S e 0 = S e .
Between any two such interpretation schemes, there will be e ective complexitypreserving translations, and hence an e ective bijective complexity-preserving translation. (The argument makes use of padding to put together a single bijection from the given translations, as in the proof of Rogers' Isomorphism Theorem Ro58, MY78].) Therefore, the particular choice of interpretation scheme will have no bearing on our particular results. So, without loss of generality, assume our choice allows for arbitrary \comments" that we can easily add, recognize, modify, and delete. For example, the underlying format of a well-formed program could be h list of display{action pairs # comments i; where h, #, and i are delimiters used only as shown, where state names are delimited unary strings, and where the initial state is implicitly the rst state mentioned. The corresponding binary program code could be the string obtained from this by encoding each character by a xed-length block of 0's and 1's. Actually, we pad each of these blocks to some xed length that is slightly greater than we need to get enough blocks, so that we can temporarily modify the redundant bits to store useful auxiliary information during our universal simulations.
A key to the tightness of our results is the e ciency of universal simulation for STM's. A single \universal" STM, given a well-formed STM program code e on its storage tape, can simulate M e in space equal to just S e (x) itself plus the length of the program code e. (For an ill-formed program code, the simulation can be even more e cient: Just erase the program code, and then behave like the xed STM to be simulated.) The idea is for the universal STM to maintain on its storage tape an up-to-date replica of M e 's storage tape, but with a copy of a slightly modi ed version of the self-delimited program code e inserted at the current head position. The reasons for modi cation of the code are to indicate which is the current control state of M e , to keep track of bit-by-bit comparisons between state labels in order to nd each next control state, and to record other temporary information of size proportional to the natural length of the program code itself. By employing Sipser's testing method Si80], the universal simulator can also be \decisive", in the following sense: It can decide within any space preallocation m whether or not jej + S e (x) is bounded by m.
Complexity Specification and Realization
The \inherent complexity" of a computable partial function ' is completely characterized by the combination of two components: its domain of de nition dom(') and its complexity set S ' = f S e j ' e is compatible with ' g: Note that S ' includes the space bounds of STM's that compute precisely ', but that it also includes the space bounds of \solutions" that are underde ned (i.e., not de ned on all of dom(')) and/or overde ned (i.e., de ned somewhere outside of dom(')). (Of course overde nition is possible only if ' is not total.) If ' is identically 0 but de ned only on some computationally complex domain, for example, S ' does include the total space bound that is identically 1.
Since the complexity set component of an inherent complexity is a set of constructible bounds, we will use a set of corresponding program codes to specify the complexity set component of a prospective inherent complexity. To simplify such speci cation, we will allow omission of corresponding program codes for constructible bounds whose adequacy would follow implicitly from the adequacy of the ones we do explicitly specify, in either of two obvious ways: Additive-constant Speedup and Pairwise Minimization, as described above.
With this understanding, we can interpret any set whatsoever as the complexityset component of a complexity speci cation. The main result, our Realizability Theorem below, is that such a speci cation is \realizable" by some f0; 1g-valued computable partial function with recursively enumerable domain D, provided only that the specifying set belongs to 2 and includes the index e of some constructible bound S e that is de ned on all of D. Conversely, according to our Speci ability Theorem below, every computable partial function's inherent complexity is speci able in a 2 (and even 1 ) way.
To formulate our results neatly, we need an appropriate notion of \co nality". Informally, two sets of partial functions are co nal if the same constructible space bounds lie \above" each of them.
De nition. For complexity speci cation on dom('). In fact the following 1 speci cation on dom(') will do: f e j S e S on dom(') g; where S is an appropriate computable partial function with dom(S) = dom(').
Proof. For each xed e 0 , E = f e j ' e is compatible with ' e0 g is a complexity speci cation realized by ' e0 on dom (' e0 ). This speci cation does belong to 1 , since a program code e belongs to the complement of E if and only if there exist x and s such that both S e (x) and S e0 (x) are bounded by s, and such that the values ' e (x) and ' e0 (x) di er.
The existence of an appropriate S for the desired speci cation will now follow from the Singleton Lemma in Section 7 below. Remark. We do not know whether speci ability is always possible in a 1 way. However, if ' = ' e0 is su ciently complex, in the sense that all the members of S ' exceed some one constructible space bound T that is de ned on all of dom (') and that tends to in nity, then it actually realizes a recursive speci cation on its domain. The idea MF72, Lemma 4] is to include, for each e, the code for an STM that lays out space as follows on input x:
Within space T(x), look for an incompatibility between ' e and '. If found, lay out space S e0 (x).
If not found, lay out space min(S e (x); S e0 (x)) (if it exceeds T(x)).
Realizability Theorem. Each 2 complexity speci cation E on a recursively enumerable domain D is realizable by a f0; 1g-valued computable partial function with domain D.
Proof. See Section 7.
Corollary. Each 2 complexity speci cation is equivalent to some 1 complexity speci cation.
Remark. We actually prove this directly, as the rst step in our proof of the Realizability Theorem. (See the Simpli cation Lemma in Section 7.)
Corollary. Each computable partial function has the same complexity as some f0; 1g-valued computable partial function de ned on the same domain. Remark. By our de nition, the f0; 1g-valued ' 0 with \the same complexity as" ' has dom(' 0 ) = dom(') and f S e j ' e is compatible with ' 0 g = S ' 0 = S ' = f S e j ' e is compatible with ' g:
But it also follows that f S e j ' e = ' 0 g = f S e j ' e = ' g; since compatible partial functions are equal if they share the same domain of denition. An even easier way to specify a prospective inherent complexity is to specify ways merely to compute (and not necessarily to construct) bounds on the desired complexity. Even though all of the familiar computable partial functions are in fact (within an additive constant of) constructible, it can be easier and more convenient to compute them than to construct them. The following corollary does let us get away with this.
Realizability Corollary. If the set F belongs to 2 , and ' e0 is de ned on all of the recursively enumerable domain D for some e 0 2 F, then f ' e j e 2 F g is co nal on D with S ' for some f0; 1g-valued computable partial function ' with dom(') = D.
Remarks. (i) According to the Speci ability Theorem, there is always a singleton F 0 that could serve equally well in specifying an inherent complexity.
(ii) f ' e j e 2 F g might even include partial functions that are not constructible. In this case, the Realizability Corollary provides a realization on D for the set of indices of the members of abv D (f ' e j e 2 F g), which, by the Gap Theorem Tr67, Bo72, Co72, Yo73], might not include space bounds anywhere near the members of f ' e j e 2 F g.
Proof of Realizability Corollary. Apply the Realizability Theorem to the complexity speci cation E = f e j S e ' e 0 holds on D for some e 0 in F g: A program code e belongs to E if and only if there exists e 0 in the 2 set F such that, for every x, either x belongs to the 1 complement of dom(' e 0 ) or the otherwisenite value ' e 0 (x) does not exceed S e (x). Therefore, the quanti er structure is \9 9 8^8 8 _ |] ", which routinely reduces to 2 form.
Finally, we note that, as opposed to 2 speci cations, 2 complexity speci cations can fail to be realizable, even if all domains are total.
Nonrealizability Theorem. There is a complexity speci cation E in 2 that is not realizable on + , even though S e is de ned on all of + for every e in E.
Proof. We derive the result from the standard result that not every 2 set belongs to 2 Ro67, p. 315]. For each set A N, we can de ne E A as follows: For each i in A, include an index e i of the constructible total space bound S ei , where S ei (x) = jxj except when 2 i is the greatest power of 2 that divides jxj, in which case S ei (x) = 1.
For each k, E A belongs to k or k , respectively, if and only if A does; so, if A belongs to 2 ? 2 , then so does E A . In terms of any total function f realizing E A , however, we would get the contradiction of a 2 description of A: i belongs to A if and only if there is some program code e such that, for every argument x, S e (x) is bounded by jxj, ' e (x) = f(x), and, in the case that 2 i is the greatest power of 2 that divides jxj, S e (x) is just 1. (ii) A more technical generalization of the Compression Theorem serves as one of the main lemmas in our proof of the Realizability Theorem, in the following section.
(iii) It can be shown that there are arbitrarily large computable space bounds that are nowhere near any constructible ones, in a very strong sense, resulting in huge \complexity gaps" Tr67, Bo72, Co72, Yo73]. At rst glance this may seem to contradict Generalized Compression, but it does not. Applying Generalized Compression to a function f in such a gap simply implies that all constructible space bounds for algorithms for P must be much larger than f.
The strongest version of the Speedup Theorem, our next corollary below, is formulated in terms of \computable operators". A computable operator is a mapping from computable partial functions to computable partial functions, that can be speci ed by a computable program transformation. More formally, using STM codes as our programs, F is a computable operator if and only if there is a computable transformation : f0; 1g + ! f0; 1g + for which F(' e ) = ' (e) . (Note that not every computable transformation speci es an operator, since we must have ' (e) = ' (e 0 ) whenever ' e = ' e 0 .) If the image of each total function is total, then we say that F preserves totality.
Operator Speedup Theorem MF72]. For each totality-preserving computable operator F, there is a computable predicate P: + ! f0; 1g with \F -speedup", in the following sense: Whenever P is computable within a space bound S, it is also computable within a space bound S 0 S so much smaller that F(S 0 ) S. Proof. The heart of the matter is recursion theoretic: For any totality-preserving computable operator F 0 , there is a uniformly computable sequence of total functions f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , : : : (f i (x) = ' e0 (i; x) = ' s(e0;i) (x)) such that, for each i, f i = F 0 (f i+1 ) holds almost everywhere (for all but nitely many arguments, abbreviated \a.e.") MF72, Lemma 3]. To see this, let be a computable program transformation corresponding to the computable operator F 0 . Making use of the Recursion Theorem, de ne ' e0 (i; x) to be ' (s(e0 ;i+1)) (x) if jxj steps are enough to discover that ' e0 (i 0 ; x 0 ) < 1 holds for every i 0 less than i and x 0 shorter than i, and to be 0 otherwise. The latter case guarantees that, if there were any case of unde nedness, say f i0 (x 0 ) = 1, then f i certainly would be total (all 0, in fact) for every i > max(i 0 ; jx 0 j). And, since F 0 preserves totality, it would follow by downward induction that f i would be total also for every i max(i 0 ; jx 0 j), contradicting f i0 (x 0 ) = 1. Therefore, each f i must be total and must be de ned almost everywhere by the rst case, so that it is almost everywhere equal to F 0 (f i+1 ), as desired.
To prove the theorem, we apply the above fact to some F 0 such that F 0 (f) is always a constructible upper bound on both f and F(f). On input x, for example, a constructor for F 0 (f) can compute f(x) and F(f)(x) in any way, and then convert the results to unary on its storage tape before halting. Finally, applying the Realizability Corollary to the set F = f s(e 0 ; i) j i 1 g yields a f0; 1g-valued function P that is computable within each S e if and only if S e f i holds for some i. In each such case, P will also be computable within the constructible space bound f i+1 , which satis es F(f i+1 ) F 0 (f i+1 ) f i S e .
Although the condition F(S 0 ) S above does not quite imply that F(S 0 ) S holds almost everywhere, we could have worked with a slight larger computable operator F 0 (de ned by F 0 (f)(x) = F(f)(x) + jxj, for example), so that F 0 (S 0 ) S would imply F(S 0 ) S a.e. On the other hand, if we weaken our requirement to in nitely-often (i.o.) speedup, then we can arrange for the amount of speedup to be even more drastic.
\Leveling" Theorem Bl71]. For each computable total function f:
there is a computable predicate P: + ! f0; 1g not computable within space f, but with \i.o.-speedup to triviality", in the following sense: Whenever P is computable within a space bound S, it is also computable within a space bound S 0 S for which the following set is in nite:
Proof. Apply the Realizability Corollary to a set of program codes for the computable total bound f(x) + jxj and the constructible partial bounds f i de ned by f i (x) = 1 if 2 i does not divide jxj.
According to our Speci ability Theorem, even a function with speedup has its complexity speci able in terms of a single computable bound. This leads to a corollary that is a variant of the Gap Theorem.
Variant Gap Theorem. For each totality-preserving computable operator F that is monotonic on total functions, in the sense that f 0 f always implies F(f 0 ) F(f), there is a computable total function S such that, for each constructible total function S e , S e S =) S e F(S): Remark. The focus here is on lower bounds for S e . Constable's more familiar Operator Gap Theorem Co72, Yo73] focuses on upper bounds for S e , so the results are not obviously comparable. Proof. From the Operator Speedup Theorem, get P with F-speedup. Then get S from the Speci ability Theorem, so that P is computable within space S e that is total if and only if S e S.
If S e is total and S e S, then P is computable within space S e . By speedup, P is also computable within some S e 0 S e that satis es F(S e 0 ) S e . For this e 0 , we must have S e 0 S, and hence F(S e 0 ) F(S). By transitivity, nally, S e F(S).
Proof of Realizability Theorem
Fix any in nite recursively enumerable domain D. The Realizability Theorem is an immediate consequence of the Simpli cation, Singleton, and Compression Lemmas below. The last of these is simply a generalization of the compression phenomenon that holds at constructible space bounds, to hold also at \subconstructible" space bounds (de ned later in the section)|so we actually derive \speedup" as a special case of su ciently generalized \compression". In particular, e belongs to closure D (E) if and only if 9a 8b P(a; b; e) holds, where P is a certain k?2 predicate. Since membership of e in closure D (E) is independent of the \comments" in e, we can assume, without loss of generality, that so is P(a; b; e). (We could, for example, replace P by a version that \ignores" all comments in e.) For each e now, let a(e) denote the rst comment in e (or 0, if there is no comment), and take E 0 to be the k?1 set f e j 8b P(a(e); b; e) g. Although E 0 may be a proper subset of closure D (E), f S e j e 2 E 0 g does nevertheless include all of f S e j e 2 closure D (E) g; for, if 8b P(a; b; e) holds, then E 0 will include e 0 that matches e except that its rst comment is a.
We prove the two remaining lemmas in the following subsections. First, however, we have to de ne the notion of \subconstructibility". Each STM can be viewed alternatively as a subconstructor, which receives both the usual input x on its input tape and also another nite input m 1 as a \storage preallocation". In subconstruction mode, the STM starts with a blank storage tape already of length m (the end of which it can, as usual, detect), and halts if it tries to extend that tape; its output value, if it halts in this or any other way, is considered to be the position of the rightmost 1 (if there is one) on its storage tape when it halts. If jej > S(x), then declare c(x) to be unde ned, set '(x) 0, and halt.
If jej + S e (x) S(x), and S(x) ? jej is not enough space to discover that e = c(x 0 ) for some x 0 < x, then declare c(x) to be e, set '(x) sg(' e (x)), and halt. In more intuitive terms, the procedure de nes '(x) to di er from ' e (x) for the rst e that \looks like" it should be so disquali ed, but that does not \already appear to have been" so disquali ed.
Note that recursion is required in the step that \looks back" for x 0 < x such that e = c(x 0 ). No particular e ciency is necessary in this search. For example, it can employ any scheme to write down an enumeration of the pairs (x 0 ; c(x 0 )) for which c(x 0 ) < 1.
If c(x) = e, then we say that \e gets cancelled on input x". By explicit design, this results in ' being incompatible with ' e , with x as witness. Note that e is sure to be cancelled if S e S holds on D. For then S(x) ? S e (x) and S(x) itself are simultaneously unbounded on D, so that there must exist input strings x in D that satisfy the following three conditions:
2. Every e 0 < e that ever gets cancelled is c(x 0 ) for some x 0 < x.
3. S(x) ? jej (and hence S(x) ? je 0 j S(x) ? jej) is enough space to discover an earlier cancellation of each such e 0 . On the rst such input x, the de ning procedure will reach iteration e, and it will cancel e on that iteration if it has not already been cancelled.
If S e belongs to abv D (S ' ), then we must have S e S e 0 on D for some e 0 for which ' e 0 is compatible with '. The compatibility indicates that e 0 must not have been cancelled, and hence that S e 0 S must not hold on D. Therefore, we must have S e S e 0 S on D, so that S e belongs also to abv D (fSg).
Conversely, suppose S e belongs to abv D (fSg). To show that S e belongs also to abv D (S ' ), it su ces to describe how an STM can compute a partial function compatible with ' within the constructible space bound S e . Without loss of generality, assume that S e S (rather than just S e S) holds on D. (Even without the assumption, the contents of the needed constant number of additional tape squares could be maintained in nite control.) The rst step on input x is to lay out space exactly m = S e (x), if S e (x) < 1. The next step, if the rst one succeeds, is to use a procedure that subconstructs S on D, to lay out space S(x) m within that preallocation; if x happens to belong to D (the only case that matters for compatibility, but which the STM need not actually check), then the result is sure to be correct since S e (x) S(x). The remaining steps, all within space S(x), follow the procedure used to de ne ': The variable e is maintained in a work area of length jej at the head on the storage tape, until it no longer ts (\jej > S(x)").
The test \jej + S e (x) S(x)?" is performed by e cient universal simulation of M e on input x, watching for over ow. (Sipser's method Si80] is crucial here, to insure that this test does reach a conclusion.) The recursive review is performed within the available space S(x) ? jej exactly as in the de ning procedure, watching for cancellation of a program code that matches the one stored in the reserved work area, on some input x 0 that precedes x. Finally, since the diagonalizing assignment \'(x) sg(' e (x))" occurs only when jej + S e (x) S(x) holds, there is sure to be enough space to determine the necessary information (i.e., whether ' e (x) is 0, or not) by direct e cient universal simulation of M e .
This completes the proof of the Compression Lemma.
7.2. Proof of Singleton Lemma. Suppose E = f e j 8b P(b; e) g, where P is a decidable predicate, and let e 0 2 E be the index of some particular S e0 that is de ned on all of D. De ne su (e) to be the space required to discover that e does not belong to E|i.e., that 9b :P(b; e) holds. Then su (e) is in nite if and only if e does belong to E.
First we de ne a monotonic sequence of partial functions g 0 , g 1 , g 2 , : : : , the set of which is co nal on D with f S e j e 2 E g, intending subsequently to de ne S such that fSg is co nal on D with fg 0 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :g. We de ne g 0 , g 1 , g 2 , : : : along with another sequence h 0 , h 1 , h 2 , : : : by simultaneous induction, at each separate argument x: g 0 (x) = S e0 (x) h 0 (x) = 0 For e > 0:
If jej + su (e) g e?1 (x), then g e (x) = min(g e?1 (x); max(h e?1 (x); jej + S e (x))) and h e (x) = h e?1 (x), else g e (x) = g e?1 (x) and h e (x) = max(h e?1 (x); jej + su (e)).
In more intuitive terms, de ne g e (x) to be something like the minimum of those values S e 0 (x) for which e 0 is at most e and \looks like" it belongs to E. Claim 1. fg 0 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :g is co nal on D with f S e j e 2 E g. (This actually holds for any D.) Proof. (abv D (fg 0 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :g) abv D (f S e j e 2 E g)) For each e 2 E, we show that S e g e holds. For each x, we certainly have jej + su (e) g e?1 (x), since the left-hand side is in nite. Therefore, g e (x) max(h e?1 (x); jej + S e (x)). By straightforward induction, h e?1 (x) is bounded by max ? 0; max je 0 j + su (e 0 ) e 0 e ? 1 and je 0 j + su (e 0 ) < 1 ; a bound that depends only on e. Therefore, g e S e .
(abv D (fg 0 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :g) abv D (f S e j e 2 E g)) We show by induction on e that g e min(S e0 ; minf S e 0 j e 0 e and e 0 2 E g):
For the base case, g 0 S e0 holds by explicit design; so consider the induction case, e 1. In the subcase that e belongs to E (and, and for which either x e = x holds or jej + c e g e (x).
If there is no such e, then de ne S(x) to be lim e!1 g e (x), which does exist, since g 0 (x), g 1 (x), g 2 (x), : : : is a nonincreasing sequence. In more intuitive terms, de ne S(x) not to dip below g e (x) (and hence not to dip down to S e (x)) for the rst e such that S e (x) does dip below g e (x), but such that the point x e 2 D canonically designated to merit such attention does not \appear to" exist and be elsewhere.
Claim 2. fSg is co nal on D with fg 0 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :g. Proof. We must show that, on D, S e S holds if and only if there is some i for which S e g i holds. Lemma, there is an in nite sequence of STM codes e 1 < e 2 < e 3 < such that S e = S e1 = S e2 = S e3 = . Consider any i. Since S ei = S e g ei holds on D, x ei exists and satis es je i j + S ei (x ei ) g ei (x ei ), so that S(x ei ) is de ned to be g e 0 (x ei )
for some e 0 e i . Therefore, S(x ei ) g ei (x ei ) je i j + S ei (x ei ) = je i j + S e (x ei ); so that S ? S e gets arbitrarily large on D, preventing S e S on D. Claim 3. On D, S is de ned, computable, and subconstructible.
Proof. For computability, we combine the de nitions of fg 0 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :g and S. As we get g e (x) for each successive e, we can check whether that e is the rst one to satisfy jej + S e (x) g e (x) and either jej + c e g e (x) or x e = x. If no such e arises, this will become clear when jej grows to exceed g e (x), since we would then continue with je + 1j jej g e (x) g e+1 (x). And, in that case, it is clear from the de nition of fg 0 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :g that g e (x) will have reached the limit needed for If jej + su (e) g, then g min(g; max(h; jej + S e (x))), else h max(h; jej + su (e)). If jej + S e (x) g, and either jej + c e g or x e = x, then set S(x) g, and halt. If jej + su (e) g 0 , then g 0 min(g 0 ; max(h 0 ; jej + S e (x))), else h 0 max(h 0 ; jej + su (e)). If g 0 < m + 1, and jej + S e (x) g 0 , and either jej + c e g 0 or x e = x, then set S 0 (x; m) g 0 , and halt. For the appropriate STM implementation, some care is necessary, beyond the usual e cient universal simulations (as in the proof of the Compression Lemma above). The current value of g 0 should be stored as the position of the rightmost 1 (but as a note in nite control in the exceptional case that g 0 = m + 1, of course), and the STM should work within that current space limit, as well as within the preallocated limit m. By induction, the value of h 0 , except when it is still 0, will always be je 0 j+su (e 0 ) for some e 0 e, and that e 0 should be the only stored record of h 0 . It should be stored adjacent to the head on the storage tape, as part of a suitably modi ed version of the program code e, by modifying redundant bits as described in Section 3.
To show that the second procedure subconstructs S on dom(S e0 ) D, consider any x in the domain of S e0 . We must show that S 0 (x; m) = S(x) holds for every m S(x). For this, it su ces to assume m S(x), and to show, by induction on e, that g 0 e (x; m) = min(m + 1; g e (x)), and h 0 e (x; m) = h e (x) = max je 0 j + su (e 0 ) e 0 e and je 0 j + su (e 0 ) < g e 0 ?1 (x) ;
and that the two procedures halt at the same point. The base case, e = 0, holds by explicit design. The induction case, e 1, is easy when g e?1 (x) < m + 1, because then g 0 = g and h 0 = h, so that the two procedures take exactly the same actions and continue to maintain g 0 = g and h 0 = h. So assume we have the one remaining case, g 0 e?1 (x; m) = m + 1 g e?1 (x). First note that jej > g 0 e?1 (x; m) holds if and only if jej > g e?1 (x) does, since jej g e?1 (x) would imply that jej S(x) < m + 1 = g 0 e?1 (x; m). (If the rst procedure would reach iteration e with g = g e?1 (x) still at least jej, then it would never have an opportunity to set g to anything smaller than jej, and we would be sure that S(x) would be at least jej.) Similarly, note that jej + su (e) g 0 e?1 (x; m) holds if and only if jej + su (e) g e?1 (x) does, since jej+su (e) < g e?1 (x) would imply that jej+su (e) h e (x) S(x) < m+1 = g 0 e?1 (x; m).
From the induction hypothesis and the observations above, it follows that, in iteration e, the two procedures make corresponding decisions in each of their rst two conditionals. Furthermore, the decision in the rst conditional cannot be positive, because that would imply g e?1 (x) = S(x) m, contradicting the assumption m + 1 g e?1 (x). Therefore, the second conditional is reached; and this clearly results in the correct updates, so that g 0 e (x; m) = min(m + 1; g e (x)) and h 0 e (x; m) = h e (x).
To complete the induction step, consider the third conditional. If the subconstruction halts at this point, then we must have g 0 e (x; m) < m + 1, and hence g 0 e (x; m) = g e (x), so that exactly the same thing will happen in the rst procedure. Conversely, if the rst procedure halts at this point, then g e (x) = S(x) m, and hence g 0 e (x; m) = g e (x) m, so that exactly the same thing will happen in the subconstruction.
This completes the proof of the Singleton Lemma.
Conclusion
The results presented here for STM space summarize a selection of basic results from \machine-independent" complexity theory. The elementary priority argument used to construct a f0; 1g-valued computable function that is almost everywhere harder to compute than a given lower bound is due to Rabin Ra60] . The observation that this hard-to-compute function can be computed using only slightly more resource than the lower bound, provided the lower bound is constructible, is due to Blum Bl67], as are the basic Speedup Theorem and an early version of Operator Speedup. Speedup by arbitrary totality-preserving e ective operators is due to Meyer and Fischer MF72] , who also proved weaker versions of the Speciability and Realizability Theorems applicable to 1 speci cations of constructible functions that are total and increasing. In their version MW79], Meyer and Winklmann relaxed the requirement that complexity bounds be increasing. They also worked out space-e cient versions of the diagonalizations, allowing more perspicuous statements of the results, which they dubbed \The Fundamental Theorem of Computational Complexity". Young later extended this to consider partial functions; however, he, like Meyer and Fischer, required that all space bounds in a speci cation have the same domain, which, in contrast to Levin's de nitions used here, limits the simplicity and generality of the results.
